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Damson recipes – without the distress

They may be a pain to pit, but once they’re prepped and cooked it’s easy to see why these
intensely flavoursome little plums are back in vogue.

Rich pickings: damson and hazelnut pudding. Try to remove as many stones as possible  Photo: Christopher Jones

By Xanthe Clay

7:00AM BST 16 Sep 2013

Damsons are a very English fruit. Even the name, derived from Damascus, has a whiff of crusades
and damsels in distress, although it is likely that the diminutive plums arrived on these shores with the
Romans, not Richard the Lionheart.

Until the Second World War, damson jam and dense, sweet damson cheese were dinner-table staples
in British households and the fruit was grown commercially in the Midlands and North West, both for
culinary purposes and for dye – the plums produce a splendid stain, as you will find if you spill some
of the juices.

But damsons have fallen out of favour recently, relegated largely to a gardener’s fruit, although a few
plantations survive. Around Ludlow the locals are fiercely loyal to the Shropshire prune, a particularly
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small example of the damson, barely larger than a good-size grape. In the Lyth Valley, in a part of
Cumbria once called Westmorland, they grow a close relative of the Shropshire prune but, according
to the Westmorland Damson Association website, “improved by the unique conditions”. Would the
people of Shropshire agree? Jam pans at dawn, I think.

Happily, there seems to be a renewed interest in damsons all over the country, along with other fine
British produce such as cobnuts and samphire. Even the supermarkets are catching on. Booths, the
Northern chain, is stocking damsons as part of its support of Slow Food’s Forgotten Foods
programme, which aims to protect regional foods threatened with extinction.

And damsons are worth saving, with a taste that is positively swashbuckling. Not raw, mind you,
when they are mouth-dryingly sour. Their moment of glory comes when they are cooked, the heat
drawing the juice out of the dusky skins and with it the most extraordinary depth of flavour.

Damsons are to plums what port is to red wine, richer, darker, stronger – and not for everyone.
Sometimes, even for me, they can be just too strongly flavoured, almost headache-inducingly intense.
Temper the powerful plumminess by mixing them in a pud, with generous amounts of crumble, or use
them to stud a clafoutis or cut the sweetness of ice cream. The purée – what restaurants used to call a
coulis, until (alleluia) English terms such as sauce came back into fashion – is gorgeous with hazelnut
cake or meringues.

Preparing them is, I admit, a bit of a faff. They are small, so stoning them is more work per pound
than with larger plums. As with all stone fruit, when halving them find the crease in the skin and cut
between the cheeks and all around, then twist apart. This way the stone will be lying flat in one half,
easier to lever out. With damsons, however, finding the crease can be tricky.

Then the fruit are what horticulturalists call “clingstone” – the flesh adheres bullishly, so you will lose
some when extracting the pit. A small, sharp knife will help slice it out.

The alternative is to cook the fruit whole. They quickly collapse to a purée, and some recipes promise
that the stones will rise to the top, to be easily scooped off. I find this unreliable. Even for jam, when
the vigorous boiling makes it somewhat more efficient as a method, there are likely to be a few tooth-
breakers left in the mix. Which leaves you with sieving the purée — tedious for large quantities,
although a friend tells me that an electric sieve attachment for a tabletop mixer makes short work of it.

Never mind. The rewards are very fine, and there are some compensatingly simple recipes below.
Damsons are worth a little (very short-lived) distress.
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Damson purée

Weigh your damsons and put them in a pan with one third of their weight in caster sugar. Add enough
water to come about 3cm, or an inch, up the side of the pan. Heat gently, until the sugar is dissolved,
shaking the pan from time to time. Raise the heat and simmer until the fruit is collapsing and bathed in
ruby syrup.

Scoop off any stones that rise to the top. Pour into a sieve (placed over a bowl) and rub through the
purée using a ladle. Taste and sweeten more if it needs it.

Damson ripple ice cream

(CHRISTOPHER JONES)

An easy ice cream that scoops straight from the freezer without churning.

Mix a 400g tin of condensed milk with 600ml/1 pint double cream and 1 tsp vanilla extract. Whip to a
thick, mousse-like texture, then scrape into a plastic box.

Dribble over a teacupful of sweetened damson purée, and fold in gently to make a ripple. Freeze until
firm.

Oven-baked damsons

This is a good way to cook damsons if you want to keep their shape rather than letting them collapse
to a magenta purée !— for instance if you want to make a clafoutis.
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Halve and stone 200g/7oz damsons. Spread them in a single layer in a small baking tin, cut side up.
Sprinkle with 150g/5oz caster sugar.

Cover tightly and bake at 160C/320F/gas 3 for 20 minutes. Leave to cool uncovered.

Damson clafoutis

(CHRISTOPHER JONES)

Oven bake the damsons as above, adding 1 tbsp of butter with the sugar, and using a good china dish
– mine is oval, about 20cm/8in long. Turn the oven up to 180C/350F/gas 4.

Beat 2 eggs with 3 tbsp caster sugar and a splash of vanilla extract.

Add 1 heaped tbsp plain flour, 8 tbsp single cream, a pinch of salt and 2 tbsp melted butter. Mix well
and pour over the damsons. Bake for 30-35 minutes. Dredge with sugar and serve with lightly
whipped cream.

Damson sauce for game - This is adapted from a recipe by the great Jane Grigson and is very good
with grouse, which are coming down in price now.

Simmer 250g/9oz damsons with 150ml/5fl oz each of red wine and port, 1 tbsp sugar, 2 cloves and an
inch-long piece of cinnamon until the fruit is tender.

Rub through a sieve and add 2 tbsp of redcurrant jelly and the juice of 1 orange and a lemon. Season
with black pepper and, off the heat, stir in 2 tbsp butter. Taste and add more sugar if needed.
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Damson cheese

A fruit paste like quince cheese (aka membrillo), this can be sliced and eaten with regular cheese or
cut into cubes, rolled in sugar and eaten after dinner — in which case they are best left for a few
weeks in an airtight box, liberally dusted with more sugar, to firm up. Pot the paste in a jar and seal it
and it will keep for Christmas.

Make the damson purée as above, but use a ratio of 3:4 sugar to fruit. Sieve the purée, then cook it
until thick, stirring often to stop it catching — but wear oven gloves while you stir so as not to be
burnt if it spits lava-like missiles of hot damson. When a spoon drawn through the purée leaves a clear
glimpse of the base of the pan, it is thick enough to pot. Pour it into a lightly oiled baking tin or a
straight-sided jar (Bonne Maman ones work). Cover and leave to cool. To serve, slice or cut into
cubes as above.

Damson and hazelnut pudding

Stone 250g/9oz damsons and cook in 5 tbsp water with 3 tbsp brown sugar until tender. Grind
100g/3!oz toasted hazelnuts in a food processor, then add 3 tbsp flour, 100g/3!oz soft butter, 2 eggs,
85g/3oz caster sugar, and the grated zest of half a lemon, and pulse until mixed. Pour the damsons
into a

1! litre/3 pint dish, then top with the hazelnut mix.

Bake for about 40 minutes at 160/Gas 3. This should be enough for four people. Serve with cream.
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